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This is the story of one woman's journey from amateur painter to botanical artist, told through the sketchbooks and paintings she produced for the Distance Learning Diploma
Course run by the Society of Botanical Artists. Packed with advice and tips, this book will serve as a guide and inspiration to anyone wanting to embark on life as a botanical
artist. This book is both a showcase of Mary Ann Scott's work and a record of her achievements, including first-hand accounts of the joys and challenges she faced as she
progressed. It contains work from every assignment she undertook, from her first attempts at drawing a tulip to the triumphant paintings she made for her diploma portfolio.
Along the way are delicate floral compositions, juicy fruit and vegetables, botanical dissections, and her adventures out in the field. Margaret Stevens's comments on each
assignments are also included, giving an insight into the assessment process and an all-round view of Mary Ann's successes and (very rare) failures. The book ends with a
glorious selection of Mary Ann's ongoing work as a botanical artist.
Discover over 450 species of wild flowers found in Britain and Northwest Europe with this new edition, in association with the RSPB, now in ebook format From orchids to
cowslips, discover over 450 species of wild flowers, arranged by colour and family, with this pocket-sized guide. In-situ photographs and no nonsense notes covering anatomy
will help you identify them in the field quickly and accurately. Maps show you what wild flowers to find where so you can plan your spotting and make the most of your
surroundings, whether you are on a holiday browse or serious quest. An ideal guide for all the family.
Pure picture book magic A polar bear rides a whale to a tree rising out of the water. At the top of the tree is a tree house. He's joined by a brown bear in a boat. The bears find that
the tree house is the perfect place to read. When the water recedes, they are joined by flaming os, panda bears, and other animals that arrive by land and through the air. The tree
house is a place of wonder, where a brown bear catches snowflakes in a butterfly net. Artists Marije Tolman and her father, Ronald Tolman, bring their unique vision to this
astonishing wordless picture book.
Finally, back in print! Edward Gorey's CATEGORY was first published by Gotham Book Mart in 1974. The English language edition has been out of print for decades. One of
Gorey's most beloved books, CATEGORY collects a series of fifty cat vignettes, originally created by the artist as accompaniments to a limited edition of his book Amphigorey.
Gorey once said, "I can't conceive of a life without cats." Now Gorey fans and cat lovers alike won't have to conceive of a world without CATEGOREY. Edward Gorey (1925-2000)
may be best known for his mildly unsettling illustrated tales and cautionary alphabets—The Deranged Cousins, The Gashlycrumb Tinies, and The Doubtful Guest, among many
others. He was also a playwright, an award-winning set and costume designer, and the creator of the animated introductions to the PBS series Mystery!
How Did Whales Get So Big? And Other Curious Questions about Animals, Nature, Geology, and Planet Earth
The Woolly Bear Caterpillar
The Tree House
Storia illustrata dei tre regni della natura
Incorporating the Proceedings of the Symposium and Workshop on the Mortality of Cetaceans in Passive Fishing Nets and Traps
If You Want to See a Whale
From beloved children's author and illustrator Tony Ross, comes a fun to read and humorous take on the importance of handwashing. The Little Princess does not want to wash her hands. After all, she's already
washed her hands so many times! She's washed her hands before eating and after going outside. She's washed her hands after sneezing and using the potty. Why should she wash her hands anymore? Well,
because of germs and nasties, she's told, which are too small to even see! But if they get inside your body, they can make you ill. Not even a Princess wants to be in bed all day! Now the Little Princess knows just
what to do! She's got just one more question... "Have you washed your hands?"
In Juan Goytisolo's latest surreal fiction Karl and Jenny Marx sit on their sofa in Hampstead and watch a television documentary. Albanian refugees land on a private Italian beach flourishing photocopies of
dollar bills in search of paradise Dallas. Find out how Karl reacts to the demise of the systems Josef Visionariovitch and Co. built on his word! Read all about the family life of the Marxes, moving upmarket
from Dean Street to Highgate and beyond, yet never free of the hock shop! But the narrator's publisher, the urbane pipe-smoking Mr. Faulkner, wants a bestselling novel, a proper story with real facts and heartrending descriptions of the Marx menage. Some hope! Goytisolo returns to the techniques of his youth, sticks in a photo of Helen Demuth, the family servant. Why bother with all that description? Leave that to
Balzac. Now was Marx or Engels the father of her child?
"How I long to sail!" said the tiny snail.One little snail longs to see the world and hitches a lift on the tail of an enormous whale. Together they go on an amazing journey, past icebergs and volcanoes, sharks
and penguins, and the little snail feels so small in the vastness of the world. But when disaster strikes and the whale is beached in a bay, it's the tiny snail's big plan that saves the day.The Snail and the Whale is
a delightful tale of adventure and friendship by the unparalleled picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo. This handy board book format is perfect for younger
readers. It features the classic story with a stunning new cover design and beautiful finish, making it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and Scheffler fans! Also available in board book format and
with striking new cover designs are:The Gruffalo, The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Smartest Giant in Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and A Squash and a Squeeze.
One of the most popular and widely read books of the Middle Ages, "Physiologus "contains allegories of beasts, stones, and trees both real and imaginary, infused by their anonymous author with the spirit of
Christian moral and mystical teaching.a Accompanied by an introduction that explains the origins, history, and literary value of this curious text, this volume also reproduces twenty woodcuts from the 1587
version. Originally composed in the fourth century in Greek, and translated into dozens of versions through the centuries, "Physiologus "will delight readers with its ancient tales of ant-lions, centaurs, and
hedgehogsOCoand their allegorical significance. OC An elegant little book . . . still diverting to look at today. . . . The woodcuts reproduced from the 1587 Rome edition are alone worth the price of the
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book.OCOOCoRaymond A. Sokolov, "New York Times Book Review""
Handbook of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
Morphology of the Wild
The Usborne Big Book of Sea Creatures
Isaac the Pirate
Gillnets and Cetaceans
Symbols of Native America

Basic book and reference on the science of swimming by the "father" of modern competitive swimming.
STEM for Kids ? Fun for Kids (Ages 8-10) #1 New Release in Children's Books: Environment & Ecology, Atlases, Anatomy, and
Earthquake & Volcano In their debut illustrated science book for kids, the team behind the popular YouTube channel MinuteEarth
answers all of your child’s wackiest questions about animals, nature, and science alongside engaging images of the natural world.
From the scientists, writers, and illustrators at MinuteEarth. Have you ever wondered where Earth’s water came from? Or why leaves
change color in the fall? Entertain and educate your kids with fun facts about animals, nature and the wonders of the earth.
Amazing STEM for kids, explained simply. With over 300 million views, MinuteEarth simplifies such serious subjects as geology,
ecology and biology making them fun for kids. Featuring their signature puns and fun illustrations, this first book in the
MinuteEarth Explains series explores topics ranging from weird animal facts to extreme weather, making science for kids enjoyable
and unforgettable. Curious questions about our awesome planet. Whether your child is obsessed with the wonder of nature, can’t
learn enough interesting facts about animals, or is fascinated by volcanoes, MinuteEarth Explains captures their imagination and
fosters an interest in animals, the Earth, and ocean life! By combining humor with rigorous research, this book provides fun facts
about animals, nature, science and more in an equally engaging and informative way for kids. MinuteEarth Explains captivates kids
with answers to: • Why do some animals get gigantic? • Why do rivers curve? • Can plants talk? • How much food is there on earth?
• And more! If you’re looking for nature books for kids (8-10) or earth science books for kids?or if your child loves books such
as The Big Book of Birds, Why?: 1,111 Answers to Everything, or The Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth?then your whole family will
love this debut book by MinuteEarth!
The international bestseller that has sold over 5 million copies worldwide The voice on the radio. The writing, red as blood. I
kill ...A detective and an FBI agent embark upon the most harrowing case of their careers as they attempt to track down an
enigmatic killer in this relentlessly suspenseful thriller. The killer announces his heinous acts in advance with desperate phone
calls and ties his crimes together with songs that point to his victims; he then mutilates them and removes their faces. Set in
Monte Carlo and featuring an international cast of intriguing characters, the hunt for the deranged perpetrator remains gripping
and unsettling, possibly even more so after the killer's identity is revealed and the detectives must close in on their target
before he strikes again.
By Antonio Tabucchi, one of the most renowned voices in European literature and the foremost Italian writer of his generation, The
Woman of Porto Pim is made up of enchanting, hallucinatory fragments that take place on the Azores Islands off the coast of
Portugal. Told by a visiting Italian writer unearthing legends, relics and histories of the inhabitants, the tales shed light on a
local restaurant proprietress's impossible love with an Azorean fisherman during WWII, a dazzling whaling expedition of eras past,
shipwrecks both metaphorical and real, and a playful look at humankind from the perspective of a whale. From the Trade Paperback
edition.
The Dolphin
Pesci e cetacei
Wild Flowers
A Fairy Tale
The New Science of Swimming
Category
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Over 1000 illustrations show the fascinating origins and meanings of 300 symbols and signs used by North American tribes. The magnificent variety of symbols are shown as they were used in pottery, clothing, masks, shields,
totems, and other settings, carved, sewn, and painted. The collection starts with the simplest symbols--from lines, circles, and curves, to crosses, triangles, and squares--then traces their combinations into ever-more complex
designs. Many symbols depict bonds with nature--particularly animals and landscape features--which appear in clan identifications, picture-writing, rituals, legends, and stories that convey heroism and wisdom. A special section
explains how more than 80 different animals may have different meanings among cultures of the Southwest, Plains, Northwest Coast, Sub-Arctic North, and the Northeast. 320 pages, 150 b/w illus., 5 5/8 x 7 1/2.
An introduction to the world of the giant blue whale combines engaging facts with evocative illustrations that compare the whale's enormous size to objects in the everyday world.
A playful and vibrant guide to drawing the sun In Drawing the Sun, Bruno Munari suggests: "When drawing the sun, try to have on hand colored paper, chalk, felt-tip markers, crayons, pencils, ballpoint pens--you can draw a sun
with any one of them. Also remember that sunset and dawn are the back and front of the same phenomenon: when we are looking at the sunset, the people over there are looking at the dawn."
Advises the reader about what to do, and not do, in order to successfully spot a whale, such as wrapping up in a not-too-cozy blanket, ignoring the roses, and especially, being patient.
The Tribulations of Ross Young, Supernat PA
A Novel
Drawing the Sun
Men and Bears
The Woman of Porto Pim
The Snail and the Whale

National Geographic Primary Readers is a high-interest series of beginning reading books that have been developed in consultation with education experts. The books pair
magnificent National Geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children's book authors across four reading levels. Level 3: Becoming independentBest suited to kids
who are ready for complex sentences and more challenging vocabulary, but still draw on occasional support from adults. They are ideal for readers of Purple and Gold books.
He's quick. He's silent. He has five rows of deadly teeth. Chomp! Meet the shark - the fish who ruled the deep before dinosaurs roamed the Earth! This fish can smell a single
drop of blood in 25 million drops of ocean. He can feel electricity given off by his prey. He will lose and replace more than 10,000 teeth in his lifetime. Cool photos bring kids into
the shark's world. Fun facts go deep into the shark's scary science in this level 3 book.
Widely regarded as the most captivating, accessible and comprehensive text for undergraduate marine biology courses, Marine Biology examines the subject from a unique
global and evolutionary perspective. Written in clear, conversational style, this highly acclaimed volume emphasizes the principles and processes that underlie - and unify vastly different marine communities.
The time of Carnival represents a “wild” time at the end of winter and pointing to the beginning of a new season. It is characterized by the irruption of border figures, animal
masks, characters which recall the world of the dead and which bring within themselves the germ of a vital force, of the energy that produces the reawakening of nature and
announces the growth and fertility of the new crops. This wild domain shows itself under the shapes of a contiguity between human and animal: the costumes, the masks, refer
to a world in which the characteristics of the human and those of the animal are fused and intertwined. Among these figures, in particular, emerge those of the Wild Man, the
human being who takes on animal-like attributes and aspects, and of the Bear, the animal that, more than all the others, gets as close as possible to the human and seems to
reflect a deformed image of it. Such symbolic images come from far off times and places to tell a story that belongs to our common origins. The bear assumes attributes and
functions alike in very different cultural contexts, such as the Sámi of Finland or North-American hunter-gatherers, and represents a boundary between the world of nature and
the human world, between the domain of animals and the difficult construction of humanity: a process continued for centuries, perhaps millennia, and which cannot still be said
complete.
Wanting to marry the love of his life, Isaac, a talented but poor artist, signs on for a voyage with a rich Captain to make some quick money, but the voyage turns into a series of
adventures when the Captain turns out to be a pirate.
Fifty Drawings by Edward Gorey
Pancho Villa
I Kill
Art in the Blood (A Sherlock Holmes Adventure, Book 1)
The Great Book of Fantastic Creatures, Volume 3
Pesci e cetaceiThe Usborne Big Book of Sea CreaturesUsborne Pub Limited
An imaginative and fun guide to the most fantastic creatures ever--the various types, their origins, how to care for them, and more! Who
wouldn't love to meet a unicorn or a phoenix? Explore the magical universe of mythological creatures through the journal of an aspiring
Fantastic Beast Keeper. Here is a treasure trove of information on every creature's appearance and favorite activities, and how to befriend
them. (Remember: some of them are shy.) Follow along and you can become a full-fledged Keeper in no time, too!
From Julia Donaldson, bestselling author of The Gruffalo, and award-winning illustrator Yuval Zommer, comes a charming minibeast Cinderella
story. Crawling through the garden, the little Woolly Bear Caterpillar wonders what kind of moth she will become. Bonny and bright, stunning
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and smart, but not kind, the other caterpillars laugh at the small, plain Woolly Bear. There is one thing that they are sure of: Woolly Bear
could never be as dramatic and beautiful as them! But could one little caterpillar be about to undergo a truly terrific transformation?
Brilliantly written and stunningly illustrated this engaging picture book comes complete with a non-fiction mini book about caterpillars and
moths written by a nature specialist.
Introduces various sea creatures, including mammals, animals with and without shells, sharks, and fish, providing information on their sizes
and characteristics.
Storia illustrata dei tre regni della natura del dott. Aloisio Pokorny
Physiologus
Storia illustrata del regno animale
The Ladybug Race
Descrittione Di Tutta Italia
Sharks
Guide to marine mammals of the world covers field identification, including geographical, sex and age variations of all the whales, dophins,
seals and sea cows, plus walrus, polar bear and marine otters.
A loving nursery gift for new parents, this soothingly illustrated picture book follows a new bear cub and his mother as they discover a
great big world together. Spring is here and new life is stirring. There is so much for Big Bear to teach her new cub as they step out into
the forest. Together they eat, swim, fish, and play as one season becomes the next. With Big Bear's help, Little One grows more and more
confident, until winter comes once more and it's time to head home. With gentle text and stunning charcoal illustrations, award-winning
author-illustrator Jo Weaver reveals the wonder of nature, the first steps of independence, and the strength of parental love. Ideal for
story time, bedtime, and elementary studies on animals.
"Company policy forbids me from exchanging my blood, my soul, or my firstborn child with customers..." When Ross starts working third-shift
at a gas station, he doesn't think anything extraordinary will happen. He expects a lot of quiet shifts. Well, you know what they say about
assumptions. One explosion later and he's the personal assistant to a vampire-who he admits is not only sexy, but the sane one-in charge of
his supernatural clan's paperwork, and managing any trouble the members get into. Spoiler alert: the clan can get into quite a bit of
trouble. Ross is definitely not paid enough for this. Tags: The crack ship armada sails again, and then it got out of hand, poor put upon
retail workers, Ross didn't deserve this, Fate is cruel, so am I, the trauma of changing jobs, Ross has a paperclip and knows how to use it,
Ross isn't clear if he's a PA, bartender, or babysitter, troublesome werewolves, Australian wizards, spells gone awry, very awry, sexy
vampires, developing relationship, coming out, not a single degree of chill from Glenn where Ross is concerned, slow burn, boss/secretary,
light bondage, Ross has to teach ancient mythical beings how to text, pray for him, SHENANIGANS, did I mention crack?, the most absurd
workplace romance in history
The Atlas of Italian Amphibians and Reptiles presents the distribution, ecology and conservation status of the 37 species of amphibians and
the 50 species of reptiles found in Italy. A 10x10 km UTM grid map is supplied for each species, on the basis of more than 70.000 records
contributed by 900 collaborators during the Societas Herpetologica Italica survey project, started in 1994. Entries, illustrated with photos,
are subdivided into the following headings: taxonomy, general distribution, comments on the distribution map, habitat, altitudinal
distribution, annual activity cycle, reproduction and status of the Italian populations. General sections on biogeography, history of
herpetology in Italy, paleoherpetology and herpetological fauna of the small Italian islands are also included. Italian and English text.
Vol. 1 - To Exotic Lands
The Stalin Epigram
Little One
The Gift of the Wondrous Fig Tree
Alligators and Crocodiles
Atlante degli anfibi e dei rettili d'Italia
The Dolphin is a wonderful book that awakens the dreamer within us. Like The Little Prince, it is written in simple language, yet it
contains a strong and inspiring message that will enchant people of all ages. '' - Louise L. Hay, the best-selling author of You Can Heal
Your Life In the journey through life, it is the will of the heart that decides our destiny, for to achieve our goals, we must not only act,
but also dream . . . not only plan, but also believe. The Dolphin is a story of courage, of struggle against our own fears, our own limits.
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It reminds us that there is more to life than meets the eye . . . things we can only discover if we follow our own rules. It is a story of
hope that unveils the magic of this world, the magic we too often seem to forget. So follow your dreams, listen to the voice within you, and
let Daniel Dolphin take you on the most magical journey of all - the quest to fulfill your own destiny.
An introduction to crocodiles and alligators combines vibrant National Geographic photography with accessible facts that identify key
characteristics and explain what makes crocodiles and alligators different. Simultaneous.
A tale inspired by the life of forefront twentieth-century Russian poet Osip Mandelstam recounts his outspoken criticism of the Stalin
regime, the verbal distribution of his famous "Stalin Epigram" that led to his arrest, and his subsequent exile and death in a Siberian
transit camp.
Many people dream of seeing whales, dolphins and porpoises in the wild, and a good identification guide is a must for any whale-watching
trip. This brand new edition of Mark Carwardine's hugely popular Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises is fully updated with the latest information
on cetaceans. It contains a brilliant series of identification illustrations by Martin Camm, covering every species of cetacean in the
world. Identification is further aided by comparison plates (grouped by ocean), along with diagrams of dive profiles and typical spout
shapes. The concise text is packed with identification tips are accompanied by accurate maps, along with photographs of each species,
carefully chosen to highlight identification criteria. Mark Carwardine's magnificent new guide--small enough to fit in a pocket, yet
comprehensive in coverage--is the definitive guide to these special and much-loved mammals.
MinuteEarth Explains
Whales, Dolphins and Seals
Function, Biodiversity, Ecology
The Marx Family Saga
Botanical Sketchbook
Drawing, painting and illustration for botanical artists
Pictures alone tell the story in this colorfully illustrated book with ladybugs racing across the pages--who will win, and what does it mean to be the winner of the race?
London. A snowy December, 1888. Sherlock Holmes, 34, is languishing and back on cocaine after a disastrous Ripper investigation. Watson can neither comfort nor rouse his friend – until a
strangely encoded letter arrives from Paris.
Marine Biology
Story of a Dreamer
The Blue Whale
A Field Guide to the Marine Mammals of the World
I Don't Want to Wash My Hands!
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